Join the biggest young organization in the world

“AIESEC Member

“Join the biggest young organization in the world ”
Cos'è AIESEC?

AIESEC aim to develop LEADERSHIP in young people through PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE.
Which are our VALUES?

**Demonstrating integrity**
We are consistent and transparent in our actions and decision.

**Enjoying Participation**
Bring positive energy and be proud of what we do.

**Living Diversity**
We try to learn from the different ways of living and thinking represented in our multicultural environment.

**Activating Leadership**
We lead and inspire others through actions and results.

**Acting Sustainably**
Our decisions take into consideration the needs of future generation.

**Striving for excellence**
We aim to continuously improve through creativity and innovation.
It focuses on **LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT** among young people through a personalized experience, connecting them to a global network of youth and partner organizations.
WHY AIESEC?
International network
Our member enter in an international environment, also with the connection with other country.

Team working
A member of AIESEC learns to collaborate and communicate with a team, interfacing with different personalities and backgrounds.

Impact on society
Every action can make a difference. AIESEC invites its members to become aware of the society in which we live and to create an impact.

Personal Development
You can learn and improve new skills, that can be really useful also in a professional way.

+120 countries where AIESEC is present
+300 members in Italy

SHARE THE IMPACT
EMBRACE THE MAGIC
The aim of area MKTG:

- Present our programs to young students in order to promote AIESEC through class presentation and partner with external association
- Material creation

**Cosa posso imparare?**

- Use of spreadsheets
- Content creation
- Public speaking
- Connection with partner
- Event organization
- Activity management
- Market research
Area: Outgoing Global Talent

- Help young people to find the perfect opportunity abroad, helping them in all the process of selection
- Work with committees abroad

What can you learn?
- Use English for business
- Use of spreadsheets
- Understand how to manage the customer experience and implement selling skills
- Create international relations
- Implement the time management
Area Outgoing Global Volunteer

What can you learn

- use english for business
- use of spreadsheets
- understand how to manage the customer experience and implement selling skills
- create international relations
- implement the time management

Area OGV:
- coordinate people that want to go for a volunteer experience abroad
- work with committees abroad
AIESEC gives you the opportunity to **grow** in the association, covering different roles that mean a big responsibility, in order to **develop your leadership**.
International network
Leadership
Soft skills for future jobs
Open-minded, out of the comfort zone
Degree

Student

AIESECEr

Degree
Our needs

**AIESEC** is a safe space, where you can learn and make mistakes and that can help you to responabilized. For this reason we required availability and motivation.

01 **Availabilities**
The experience in AIESEC requires between 6 and 8 hours per week.

02 **Motivation**
We want to develop ourself and strive always for excellence, for this reason we requires an high motivation.

03 **Presence**
Most of the activities will be presence.

04 **Desire to grow**
AIESEC have the aim to form people and make them grow, it is necessary proactivity and commitment.
Selection Process

- Register
- Informative meeting
- Interview
- Task
- Selection
Don’t miss this opportunity!
Scan the QR code

www.aiesec.it

You will be contacted in 24 hours